
Scoop Probe

The Insight Analytical Liquid Fast Loop probe 
creates a differential pressure from moving 
process fluid, driving flow in an external fast 
loop for analysis; eliminating the requirement 
for pumps or low pressure vents.

The Insight Analytical Liquid Fast Loop probe design 
exploits modern technologies including CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) and metal 3D printing to 
produce an optimized solution for creating closed loop flow 
in analytical fast loops, without the need for additional 
pumps or venting the process fluid after analysis.  This 
probe is an ideal solution for applications requiring fast 
analysis response time and sample return to the process, 
including composite samplers, moisture measurement, 
densitometers, and GC, NIR or Raman compositional 
measurements.

Flowing process fluid has kinetic energy proportional to the 
density and the square of the velocity.  When the moving 
process fluid encounters the scooplike opening at the front 
of the probe tip, it is forced to slow down, converting its 
kinetic energy to an increase in pressure.  Process fluid 
above the front opening is forced to flow around the probe, 
which increases the velocity and lowers the pressure 
around the vent slots.  The resulting pressure differential 
between the front opening and the vent slots on the side of 
the probe can be used to generate sample flow in an 
external fast loop.
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Figure 1 – Typical Fast Loop Velocities for a 5 cP/830 kg/m3 Light Crude Oil

The induced sample velocity and flow rate in the fast loop depends on several factors including 
process fluid velocity, fluid density, fluid viscosity, and the length, inside diameter and total flow 
resistance of the fast loop.  If there are components like filter elements, low Cv valves, or small 
bore measuring cells in the fast loop, this can reduce the flow significantly.  One possible strategy 
to work with restrictions in the loop such as restrictive measuring cells, is to include a parallel 
bypass loop around the flow restriction.  A general guideline is to use ¾” diameter tubing for fast 
loops longer than 3 m (12 ft), and either ½” or ¾” diameter tubing for fast loops with shorter 
length.

Probes are custom made to order after receiving required application details including type of 
process fluid, viscosity, density, pipe size and schedule, pipe orientation, flange location, flange 
size and orientation, materials requirements, and the distance from the mounting flange face to 
the inside wall of the process pipe.

Figure 1 shows the typical fast loop velocities for a light crude oil with a viscosity of 5 cP and 
density of 830 kg/m3, over a range of 1 to 4 m/s (3.3 to 13.1 ft/s) process velocity, for both 3/4” 
diameter 0.065” wall thickness tubing and 1/2” diameter 0.049” wall thickness tubing for 2, 5, and 
10 m long fast loop lengths. The average fast loop velocity values shown in this graph are with no 
added flow restriction in the fast loops, which would lower the velocity, if present.  These results 
show that using larger diameter tubing for the fast loop will typically give higher average velocity 
and flowrate, except for very short loop lengths.



Technical Specifica�ons 
Maximum Pressure Ra�ng Class 150, 300 or 600. 

Temperature Range -29°C to 149°C (-20°F to 300°F) 

Process Pipe Size Range NPS 4 and larger (DN100 and larger) 

Moun�ng Loca�on 
Recommenda�ons 

Horizontal moun�ng recommended and/or minimizing 
height changes between probe and loop. 

Process Connec�on Size 1-1/2” or larger flange size 

Return Port Size 1” FNPT typically supplied with Swagelok SS-1210-1-16BT 
fi�ng for ¾” tubing connec�on, but ½” tubing op�onal. 

We�ed Materials 316/316L Stainless Steel 

NACE compliance NACE MR0175/ISO 15156 and MR0103 Compliant. 

Compliance with ASME PTC 
19.3 TW-2010 

Passes calcula�ons for process veloci�es up to 10 m/s and 
maximum density of 1500 kg/m3 for 8” (200 mm) length. 

 

Figure 2 – Differential Pressure Generated at Different Process Velocities
Figure 2 shows the pressure differential created in the probe by liquids with densities of 650 
kg/m3 and 900 kg/m3, over a range of 1 to 4 m/s (3.3 to 13.1 ft/s) process velocity, shown in units of 
mmH2O.  The pressure differentials that are generated are fairly small, so it is important to 
minimize height changes in the fast loop for it to be self-priming.  Horizontal probe mounting is 
recommended where possible.  For applications with low process velocities or significant height 
changes in the fast loop, it may be necessary to manually prime the fast loop using a 3-way valve 
located at the probe sample return connection.




